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Basic jewelry pliers, wire cutters,

and scissors are required to

complete the project.

Jewelry is an example of the

finished necklace is 26" long.

Supply List:

Humblebeads polymer Queen Anne's Lace Bird beads

10 8x15mm Czech glass melon drop

10 6x15mm Czech glass drop30 6mm druks

Copper plated hook and eye clasp

2" brass chain

6 2" copper plated headpins

6 2mm faceted copper plated beads

6 4mm cube copper plated beads

17mm brass rope jump ring

4 7mm rope copper plated jump rings

2 12mm brass etched jump ring

2 9.25mm brass roped jump ring

5mm brass jump ring

96" 4ply waxed linen

Headpins and faceted beads: yandanabeads.com. Jump rings: Vintaj.com. All other supplies: Humblebeads.com.



Pendant Substitute:

If using the leaf pendant attach the 5mm jump ring to the pendant, one of the 6mm jump

rings and then attach one link of the chain.

1. Attach the 5mm jump ring to the pendant.

2. String the 2mm spacer and one druk bead onto a ball headpin, create a wrapped loop. Repeat 5 times.

3. On the 17mm jump ring, string on three of the druk dangles, the pendant and three more druk dangles. Close

the jump ring.

4. Cut waxed linen into two 48” lengths. Polish them by pinching the linen between a folded piece of paper bag or

kraft paper and pull the thread through the paper.

5.  Place both strands together and fold in half to make a loop in the center. Pull all four of the strands through

the loop to the back, creating a lark's head knot.

6. Separate two stands, string on the bird bead. Tie all four stands into a knot above the bird bead.

7. Close one of the thick roped cable jump rings. Open the second one and attach to the first, close jump ring.

String the jump rings on the rope so they nestle on top of each other.



8. Separate two stands, add a 4mm cube bead to both strands, tie a knot.

9. Separate the strands, on one strand of linen string on the melon dangle bead, tie both strands together above

the bead. Repeat 4 more times.

10. One both strands string a cube bead, tie a knot with both strands above the bead.

11. On one strand of linen string on the smaller drop bead, tie both strands together above the bead. Repeat 4

more times.

12. One both strands string a cube bead, tie a knot with both strands above the bead.

13. On one strand of linen string on a druk bead, tie both strands together above the bead. Repeat 11 more times.

14. Close the 12mm jump ring. Wrap both strands of the waxed linen round the jump ring two times. Tie the

strands together under the jump ring. Turn the strand over and tie another knot on the back of the waxed linen.

Trim the ends of the waxed linen ½” and unwind the stands to create a fringe.

15. Attach the chain to the necklace with the 6mm jump ring. Attach the loop part of the clasp to the chain with

another 6mm jump ring.

16. Repeat the pattern on the other side of the necklace. Attach the hook to the necklace with a 6mm chain.


